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Welcome

Dear Members of the RSAI Community,

Greetings from Brazil! Last year, I attended the NARSC annual conference in Denver, my first Regional Science conference since the pandemic. That extraordinary feeling of getting back to interacting with colleagues in conference rooms, coffee breaks, and other social activities seems more vivid this year. Regional scientists are getting together more frequently in various in-presence events. Supranational associations promote their annual meetings, some of them still in hybrid formats (LARSA and PRSCO), and others live and in-person (ERSA and NARSC)!

Unfortunately, news from humankind continues to come from a downside, not without positive responses from different parts of the world. Recent events in Ukraine reinforced in many of us our sense of binding commitment to a peaceful and sympathetic world. I have been witnessing different actions promoted by members of our community in response to the current situation. Ongoing structured plans lead to concrete actions to offer our Regional Science colleagues in Ukraine a positive support during the geo-political conflict and provide them with all scientific assistance they would need during and after the crisis. I extend my sincere appreciation to colleagues who led such endeavors during the recent EURIN’ conference at the Center for European Studies in Iasi, Romania. I also acknowledge all ERSAs members who did not hesitate to offer proposals of assistance to students and researchers fleeing the Russia-Ukraine conflict, with the support of ERSAs Sections and all other community members engaged in different solidarity actions around the world to mitigate conflicts. Bravo!

I am writing this letter on my way to San José, Costa Rica, where, among other activities, I will meet a group of regional scientists to discuss the creation of a section in the country. We are committed to expanding our association with a particular focus on embracing the Global South. Two workshops are already scheduled during the summer (or winter, depending on your perspective) in Ghana and Kyrgyzstan to create the basis for RSAI presence in these regions. In Accra, our goal is to mobilize and nurture talents across the West African region, while the RSPP conference in Issyk-Kul targets leading academic scientists, researchers, and research scholars across Central Asia. Still this year, a workshop in preparation will take place in Asunció, Paraguay, fostering our presence in Latin America. I must acknowledge the role played by the RSPP and the Regional Science Academy as instrumental for many of such initiatives. I encourage you all to join us in these events.

I conclude these welcoming words by sharing my most profound feeling of gratitude to those colleagues that left us recently. Yesterday I was deeply saddened by the news of João Francisco Abreu’s passing. He was a great supporter of RSAI and advocated for promoting regional science’s growing knowledge and influence in the academic, political and social world realms. João was one of the founders of my home section in Brazil and a reference in spatial analysis in Latin America. By extending my heartfelt condolences to the family, friends, and loved ones of Prof. João Francisco Abreu, I honor all great regional scientists that are not with us anymore. They will all be greatly missed, but their legacy will live on for many years to come.

Eduardo Haddad
RSAI President

RSAI Membership Information

All RSAI members have online access to Papers in Regional Science (PiRS) and Regional Science Policy and Practice (RSPP): journals of the Regional Science Association International. Members will need to log in to access full-text articles online.

In addition to the RSAI publications, members are offered an opportunity to purchase other regional science journals at reduced rates and participate in the national and international conferences at reduced rates.

For details on how to become a member, contact the Executive Director, Andrea Caragliu at andrea.caragliu@polimi.it, or visit www.regionalscience.org.
Young Scholar Interview: Andreas Diemer

Andreas Diemer was chosen as the winner of the RSAI dissertation award in 2021 for his “Essays in the Spatial Economic Analysis of Social Interactions.”

The dissertation develops an interdisciplinary approach to identify the role of social networks in determining economic outcomes of both people and places, and discusses how social and geographical spaces interact to shape the fortunes of individuals and regions, using big data. The committee found his dissertation to be novel and creative in the research framework, analysis, and implications.

He received his Doctorate from London School of Economics, and was supervised by prof. Simona Iannarino and prof. Michael Storper. Dr. Diemer is now at the Swedish Institute for Social Research. Mina Akhavan interviewed him for this newsletter.

As a young scholar, how do you make a balance between research, teaching and consultancy (outside academia)? Especially during the pandemic and the shift towards hybrid working?

As a young scholar, I believe it is important to develop a well-rounded profile; this entails engaging with all the activities you mentioned. At the same time, the workload can become quite intense, so it is definitely a challenge to strike a balance, particularly when other professional service duties also add to the agenda (e.g., peer reviews, seminar organization, etc.). The relative amount of time I spend on any of these activities compared to others will change during the year. When the workload is high, I remind myself that these activities are interconnected. Teaching has always been a great source of motivation and inspiration. It also helps me take a step back and think about the bigger picture, engaging with new developments in the broader literature, which has often been very productive for my research.

Similarly, consulting fosters conversations with stakeholders and clarifies pressing real-world issues. I see it as a way to keep research relevant and grounded in policy debates. Hybrid working during the pandemic has been a challenge, blurring the already precarious lines between personal and professional life. At the same time, it also offered significant advantages, such as unprecedented access to high-quality research seminars worldwide. I found that planning with a rigorous schedule that acknowledges time constraints and sticking to it has been very helpful in making the most of these opportunities. Admittedly, however, it has not been easy.

Tell us about the importance of receiving awards and prizes, in general, for early career researchers.

Awards and prizes are essential at all stages of academic life, but particularly as a young scholar. They matter for at least three reasons, in my opinion. One is motivation. Our discipline can be quite frustrating at times, with research not working out as planned and all sorts of unforeseen hurdles on the way. Aspiring to win a prestigious award is a powerful incentive to work extra hard and persist. Another is the reward. A large part of academia (e.g., seminars and peer review) focuses on critiquing and discussing how things can be improved rather than commending how they are. Journal publications can be slow to materialize. All this can take a toll on researchers, particularly younger ones. Prizes and awards help remind oneself that effort pays off and is recognized. The last reason is signalling. The research landscape is highly competitive, with many highly talented scholars working parallel on similar ideas; this is both exciting and daunting. It is difficult to stand out. Validation by established academics in the community can be a powerful propelling force. For all these reasons, I am incredibly grateful, honoured, but also humbled to have been granted this prestigious prize. It means a lot to me, both personally and professionally.

During the pandemic, the world switched to digital modes; online meetings, teachings, and many conferences are still online (or hybrid). How does this impact the regional science community, you think?

As I was saying, this is a great opportunity, but it needs to be managed. A limited amount of information can reasonably be processed and absorbed in a given time. Thus, selectivity and discipline are critical, as it is easy to be distracted by the wealth of new resources that can be accessed. Some of the management responsibility falls onto conference organizers too. Think about how easy it is to hop in and out of conference rooms during parallel sessions. Is this desirable? Perhaps not entirely. The audience benefit from attending the best space for them, with the highest quality research. But for presenters, it also means that most feedback will concentrate on already high-quality papers, damaging work that is more early-stage and less developed (which, on the contrary, would benefit the most from this feedback). Embedding capacity constraints and commitment mechanisms in online conferencing platforms could somewhat correct this. Relatedly, there is a risk that digital access to conferences and seminars will disproportionately give visibility to some scholars as opposed to others, fostering a winner-takes-all type of dynamic. This impoverishes the overall research community, which builds on a plurality of voices at all career stages. As a community, regional scientists have always made the most of this plurality, interdisciplinarity, and inclusiveness. Moving forward, I believe it is vital to make sure it is preserved.

Finally, of course, the digital world does not replace the joy and richness of real-life interaction. I look forward to going back to meeting people in person at conferences.

Finally, do you have general advice for PhD students in regional science? How would you advise young PhD students and early career researchers in building a successful career in academia or outside (in the industry)?

I do not think there is one way of doing it. I would say work hard, but do not forget to reward yourself and carve out a space for personal gratification and satisfaction. Academia does not always grant it so easily, but it does not mean that it is not deserved. You need to find some source of motivation to keep things going. One of the great benefits of academia, I find, is that your colleagues can truly be your friends too. Rely on each other, share your concerns, and make it fun to work together. I could not do this job without the support of all the friends around me who understand how it feels.

In Memoriam: Tatsukiko Kawashima

Professor Tatsukiko (“Tats”) Kawashima died on November 4, 2021. He earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in economics from the University of Tokyo and received a PhD in Regional Science from the University of Pennsylvania in 1969. He was then appointed Assistant Professor of Regional Science at Penn. He resigned from the position in 1973 to return to Japan as Assistant Professor of Economics at Gakushuin University. He was promoted to professor at Gakushuin in 1976. He took emeritus status in 2011. In addition to his research on regional economic development, Professor Kawashima engaged in humanitarian work, installing clean water and sewage infrastructure in mountainous northern Thailand with his students. He was a
KARIMA KOURTIT (FACULTY of Management Sciences, Open University) recently received a silver medal as an outstanding paper award for an article published in the Asia-Pacific Journal of Regional Science (APJRS) (published by Springer Verlag). This prize is awarded annually to the author of a research paper who has made significant contributions to the advancement of the field of regional science. She was invited to receive this award – called the Oishi Yasuhiko Award – in person at an official ceremony of the Japan Section of Regional Science Association International (JSRSAI) in Japan. Still, unfortunately, this was not possible due to the corona rules.

Karima Kourtit is a researcher at CAROU (the Centre for Actionable Research at the Open University) and responsible for the ‘Smart Cities and Data Analytics’ programme. She is also Executive Director of The Regional Science Academy, and in that position, she participates in many international research networks. The article for which she received a silver medal is a solo article on the new methodology of digital data analysis in urban planning. Her study is based on ‘smart city’ initiatives and focuses on the question of the optimal use of digital data. In the age of big data, a systematic decomposition approach – based on cascade principles of complex urban systems – is needed to create order in a chaotic and disordered data structure.

Such a decomposition presupposes a series of KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) ordered according to hierarchical management and policy principles. In principle, by using such ordered data interactively, a ‘smart city’ has the chance to develop into an ‘intelligent city’ and to become a ‘digital winner’ among the smart cities.

APJRS SILVER MEDAL

THE STORY OF THE FIRST EUROPEAN CONGRESS

Not many of today’s regional scientists will know how European congresses became established. In this article, I describe how the first European Congress came about and how different that Congress was from the congresses we know today.

The first European Congress was held 61 years ago at the Institute of Social Studies in The Hague. It came twelve months after a European tour by RSAI-founder Walter Isard to promote regional science in Europe. Isard spent a couple of months touring Europe, developing a network of regional scientists, many of whom he had met for the first time as he stopped off at conferences in Paris, Bellagio, Zagreb, Warsaw, Stockholm and Lund, as well as The Hague. He was helped particularly by the institute director, Jacques Thijsse, who had expressed an interest in hosting the first European Congress. Isard and Thijsse worked together in organising the Congress, Thijsse taking care of local arrangements and Isard constructing the Congress programme and issuing invitations to speakers. The programme consisted of a mixture of American regional scientists and European scholars Isard had met during his European tour the previous year. There was great anticipation among those travelling to The Hague for the four-day Congress.

We know that some 122 delegates (just three of whom were women) attended the Congress, drawn from 29 countries, making it easily the largest conference of its kind at that time. I am not aware of anybody currently attending the

ERSA WINTER SCHOOL 2022

The 4th ERSA Winterschool on “Applied Quantitative Methods in Regional Science” at the University of Warsaw brought us together again as a post-pandemic event. PhD students and young scholars worldwide could learn from an outstanding international team: prof. Jean Dubé, prof. Giuseppe Arbia, prof. Martin Andersson, prof. Roberto Patuelli, LOC: prof. Katarzyna Kopczewska, dr Mateusz Kopyt, Maria Kubara and Kateryna Zabarina and this year’s namegiver, prof. Daniel Czamanski. In February, Warsaw is usually cold, but we made the atmosphere warm with interactions, talks, and integration. We discussed different quantitative methods, from spatial statistics, through spatial econometrics to spatial machine learning – technical implementation in R and Stata, showing links to the regional science theory and looking at perspectives and the future. A diversity of topics – such as local spatial indicators, eigenvector spatial filtering, origin-destination models, attenuation of agglomeration externalities, point pattern analysis, spatial clustering, and spatial web API – made a rich menu interesting and inspiring for all participants. Inter-continental, inter-generational and interdisciplinary discussions made this meeting vibrant and an experience that stays in memory.
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2022 European Congress in Hungary who was in The Hague all those years ago. The list of delegates in The Hague makes interesting reading: it includes many famous names: Walter Christaller, Roland Artle, Jan Tinbergen, Tom Reiner, Hollis Chenery, Edward Ullman, Antoni Kuklinski, Horst Rittel and Stan Czamanski.

The format of the Congress is in marked contrast to today’s conferences. Just fifteen papers were presented over the four days of the Congress, and a typical morning or afternoon session would be devoted to the presentation of as few as two papers. A considerable amount of time was devoted to discussion, with papers by American authors discussed by European delegates and vice versa. Since all conference sessions were plenary, all those attending would, in principle, be able to listen to every speaker and contribute their remarks and questions to that of the invited discussants. One could imagine that this would have proved quite an ordeal for those delegates – the majority – for whom English was not their first language. The fact that the only visual aid was a blackboard and a piece of chalk can only have added to this difficulty.

Isard took the lead in inviting speakers, as he did for many of the regional science conferences at that time. He believed in setting high academic standards and was good at spotting future ‘stars’. However, it was a system of patronage, with the personal bias this inevitably entails and had the drawback that many good academics were passed over in the process of compiling a programme. As it turned out, the programme for the first Congress consisted entirely of papers about regional analysis; not once was there any mention of regional policy.

The first Congress had no social programme, reflecting Isard’s firm belief that time was valuable and that scientific discussion should always be given precedence. If delegates wanted to socialise, that would be their business, in their own time and at their own expense. The only exception was a scheduled meeting of the members of the European sections of the Regional Science Association. Here again, there was no suggestion that any hospitality would be provided.

Interestingly, the final day of the Congress took the form of a joint session with the International Geographical Union’s Commission on Methods of Economic Regionalization. This was a hot research topic at the time among the regional science research community and quantitative geographers in particular. The day ended with a summary paper by Isard and Tom Reiner, in which they tried to synthesise the main messages to emerge from the Congress. This was later to become a tradition at European Congresses until they became too large.

Finally, the output of the Congress was a European volume of Papers of the Regional Science Association (now Papers in Regional Science). Ten papers were selected primarily from among those by European authors, together with comments from three of the discussants. Not every paper was included, a notable omission being that by future Nobel Prize winner, Jan Tinbergen. This omission was later to be rectified in 1967 when the Congress was next held in The Hague.
ASSA CONFERENCE

FOR THE FIRST time in history, the influential conference of the American Economic Association featured a dedicated Regional Science session. Going under the umbrella of the Allied Social Sciences Associations, their annual meeting took place virtually in January 2022. The online session in Regional Science was composed of five presentations and discussions about various methodological and empirical aspects of regional economics. The organizing committee (Profs. Sandy Dall’erba and William Ridley from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Prof. Christa Court at the University of Florida) has requested two additional Regional Science sessions to become available at future AEA meetings. They shall know in the Spring if the request has been granted. The organizing committee encourages Regional Scientists, more especially PhD-students and post-doctoral students on the job market, to attend future sessions so as to receive valuable feedback on their work and enlarge their network.

Sandy Dall’Erba
Univ. of Illinois

When the time to choose the University course of study came, it was not easy. I had clearly in mind what I did not want to become, and instead, I had no idea of what I wanted to become. After deep reflections and a certain influence on people thinking practically, I preferred to choose a course of study with better job opportunities. My choice was Economics at Bocconi University in Milan. The doubts were so significant that made me apply on the afternoon of the deadline.

My love for Regional Economics came during my last year when I decided to attend this course. I was deeply fascinated by how space is inextricably bound up with economic activity. Regional Economics has been the only course in all my student career where I received a “cum laude” mark and decided to write my dissertation in the field of Regional Economics under the supervision of Roberto Camagni.

The day after my graduation, Roberto Camagni asked me if I wanted to help him develop some research projects while I was looking for a highly remunerative job in the private sector. I accepted, and on September 1st, 1986, I started working in the Economics Department at Bocconi University while looking for a stimulating and remunerative job in banks, insurance companies, and large firms, where I had several job interviews. I was offered several opportunities, but none was assessed to be the right one.

In 1991, a young and already famous Dutch professor, Peter Nijkamp, met me at a conference and asked me whether I would be interested in doing a PhD at the VU University in Amsterdam. Confronted with such an offer, I understood why I could not find the right job elsewhere. I had already my preferred (even if not highly remunerated) job, and the PhD was the opportunity of my life I was waiting for. In 1991 I started with enthusiasm my studies at the VU in Amsterdam. In December 1993, I received my PhD in Economics at the VU with a thesis entitled “Spatial Economic Analysis of Telecommunication Externalities”, published the following year by Avebury. The personal satisfaction
I received from the dissertation and the book was unbelievable, and I still have a vivid memory of the day of the ceremony and the day the book came out.

I became an assistant professor at Politecnico of Milano two years later, and another turnaround in my life happened. Roberto Camagni left the University of Padua and joined me at the Economics department of Politecnico di Milano. At last, we were both in the same academic environment, a condition that allowed us to build a Regional Science group made of enthusiastic young scientists working with us. Since that year, the number of new and innovative research fields that I had the chance to study multiplied. I still kept my passion for regional innovation models, but I opened my mind to other fields. In my first years at Politecnico, I reinforced my empirical (econometric) expertise, fascinated by the idea of “measuring the unmeasurable”. The industrial atmosphere of the industrial districts (at that time a crucial theory of local development), the collective learning effects of the milieu innovateur theory (an evolutionary approach to the development of local production systems), network externalities of the city network theories, found quantitative proofs of their effects in my studies. In this vein, I also got fascinated by Urban Economics, revisiting all attempts made to measure the presence of agglomeration economies, innovating conceptually also by finding reasons on how to overcome the “Optimal city size theory”, demonstrating that the functions and the capacity of cities to be part of a city system rather than the size explain agglomeration economies.

In 1998, I applied to become an Associate professor. I got the position in the South of Italy, and a new adventure started. I spent three years in Campobasso (or better, travelling from and to Campobasso nearly every week), an experience that forged my physical and mental health. At the University of Molise (in Campobasso), I had to teach for the first time in my life Regional Economics; I discovered the poverty of the textbooks in Italian in that discipline. Only one textbook existed, a translation of Armstrong and Taylor’s “Regional Economics and Policy” textbook, which suffered from being out of date and lacking, for example, all the local development theories developed in recent times. After one year, I signed a contract with the publisher “Il Mulino” to write a new textbook. I still remember the three tough nights I had after signing the contract, wondering if I had asked myself too much.

I wrote my textbook during my winter and summer holidays for a few years. I read original papers of economists like the neoclassical Borts and Stein, the Keynesian North, just to mention a few of them, not to speak about the fascinating books of Walter Isard. During those readings, I discovered aspects against general beliefs, like the capacity to interpret regional divergence of the original neoclassical model of regional growth in its two regions - two sectors version. In 2004, the textbook “Economia Regionale” was at last published, and I lived another period of profound enthusiasm and deep satisfaction like the ones after the PhD and the publication of my first book. In the following years, the book was translated into English (Routledge, 2007) and Chinese (Economy and Management Publishing House, 2014), and new editions both in Italian and English followed ten years later. After writing the textbook, deduction and abstraction characterised my research projects much more than before, and I was able to produce conceptual approaches to regional innovation and regional development.

In 2003, I became a Full Professor in Regional and Urban Economics at Politecnico di Milano. Among many scientific activities I developed, I like remembering a particular one. Together with Roberto Camagni and our group, I developed the MAST model, a Macroeconomic Regional Growth model, which is now in its 5th version, thanks to Andrea Caragliu and Roberto Dellisanti. It is now known at the EU level as one of the models to build scenarios at the regional level, competing with the other few that exist – RHOMOLO, REMI, GMR – each with its specificities. Its success has been impressive and much beyond our expectations if one thinks that behind models like this one, you usually find a team of at least 15 scholars. Each MAST version has instead been produced by max 3 of us!

Instead, two wonderful and pleasant years followed my election. I concentrated my efforts in Latin America, creating a new association in Colombia, reinforcing the just born Brazilian one and opening opportunities in Argentina (where the association was created in the following years). I re-established contacts with national associations in Europe, organised a World conference in Timisoara (Romania), and reinforced the linkage with ERSA. Finally, I modernised the rules of governance of the association, revising the constitution. But especially, I travelled all over the world, always meeting fantastic people and making new friends.
As time passed, my activities enlarged to those of a member of scientific boards of research programmes, evaluation committees of research centres, President of a university course of study and Deputy Director of my Department. However, my heart is inextricably bound with scientific research. I particularly enjoy the scientific brainstorming with my young, constructive and dynamic research group that, over time, has arisen around Roberto and myself: Andrea Caragliu, Silvia Cerisola, Ugo Fratesi, Camilla Lenzi, Giovanni Perucca, Elisa Panzera and Roberto Dellisanti have developed important research fields together with Roberto and myself, with scientific rigour, creativity, competence and dedication. I hope they will have a satisfactory, full, happy, and constructive professional life like mine. I have to say that I have found the stimulating (even if not highly remunerative) job I was looking for after graduation.

**THEME: DYNAMICS OF PERIPHERAL REGIONS**

**CONTRASTS IN THE ADOPTION OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES BY THE GLOBAL NORTH AND SOUTH**

New digital technologies are instigating changes in the production mode and the demand for workers (Frey & Osborne, 2017). Technological transformation can induce productivity gains in the long term. However, it can intensify the replacement of workers with machines or automated processes in the short term, generating social tensions due to the increase in unemployment. There is no guarantee that new occupations may emerge to quickly compensate for the lost jobs (Autor & Dorn, 2013).

As the figure below shows, the share of Brazilian firms adopting technologies by waves is distributed differently across different sectors. In the Global North, the adoption of 4.0 technologies is relatively high, whereas in the Global South, the adoption is more scattered across different sectors, with some sectors adopting 1.0 and 2.0 technologies at a higher rate.

Contrary, many Global South countries do not have the adequate and widely distributed infrastructure – such as basic transport systems, electricity and communication network – or resources available to employ information and communication technologies necessary for the digitalisation of production processes (Lorenz, Tessarin & Morceiro, 2019; Ferraz et al., 2020). A substantial portion of companies are technologically outdated and have little readiness for the Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies since they still use technologies from the First or Second Industrial Revolution or partially from the Third one (involving the mechanization of production processes) (UNIDO, 2019), as we can see in the figure below. Notwithstanding, automation may be feasible from a technological point of view but not economically viable depending on the industrial structure and level of development (Lorenz, Tessarin & Morceiro, 2019).

The economy’s sectoral composition also has a significant influence on this matter. The production structure in the Global South is concentrated on low-tech sub-sectors that involve traditional production processes, as in Brazil. Thereby, the probability of automation differs as some sub-sectors traditionally involve more mechanised production processes than others (Andreoni, 2019; Lorenz, Tessarin & Morceiro, 2019; Ferraz et al., 2020). For example, the automotive industry is capital intensive, while footwear and apparel are labour-intensive.

On top of sectoral heterogeneity, deep spatial disparities, particularly in regions of Latin America and Africa, can delay technology adoption (Andreoni, 2019; Lorenz, Tessarin & Morceiro, 2019; Tessarin & Morceiro, 2022). The impact of new technologies can also differ by gender. Mariscal et al. (2019) noticed a significant digital gender divide: lower access to and usage of digital technologies by women than men, particularly higher in less developed regions. This results from poor education and unfavourable work conditions for women (Mariscal et al., 2019) and may imply that women are vulnerable in the labour market, as most women occupy positions unrelated to STEM fields (Tessarin & Morceiro, 2022).
A recent study on the probability of job automation by new technologies for Brazil – one of the most populous countries in the Global South, economically important and deeply unequal spatially (Azzoni & Haddad, 2018) – showed that the share of jobs in occupations most at risk from digitalisation is very heterogeneous regionally, sub-sectorally, by gender and for all region–gender–sub-sector combinations (Tessarin & Morceiro, 2022). Those authors conclude that it seems there were several countries with different production techniques, capabilities and innovation systems located in just one. Therefore, many factors in the Global South regions can slow the diffusion of new technologies compared to the more advanced regions of the Global North.

In brief, technological change in the Global South is slow compared to the Global North. As labour is relatively cheap in Global South due to informality, disguised employment and unemployment, besides structural factors aforementioned, the adoption of new technologies will evolve at a slower pace in lagging regions. Therefore, such inequalities are crucial elements that need to be considered in the design of public policies in educational, regional, social, labour, and science & technology areas.

**Milene Tessarin**

Utrecht University

**References**


THE ROLE OF COVID-19-INDUCED MOBILITY CHANGES ON THE REORGANIZATION OF PERIPHERAL REGIONS IN GERMANY

To contain the COVID-19 pandemic, policymakers worldwide have responded with measures of varying intensity to limit the mobility and thus the transmission chains of COVID-19. However, the question arises as to what socioeconomic factors might influence the implementation and thus the effectiveness of these measures. In the case of Germany, for example, the measures include(d) direct mobility restrictions or temporary entry restrictions for certain counties. Indirect mobility restrictions include(d) repeated appeals to the population to refrain from personal mobility and the closure of restaurants and recreational facilities.

The study “Which factors influence mobility change during COVID-19 in Germany? Evidence from German county data” (forthcoming in Regional Science, Policy and Practice) analyzes the empirical effects of policies to curb mobility. Using spatial econometric models based on data from 401 counties in Germany, we show that population behaviour adjustment (i.e., the change in mobility between January 2020 and January 2021 based on anonymized mobile phone data) varies regionally depending on socioeconomic characteristics.

So far, only a few studies have analysed the relationship between social status and the associated ability to effectively restrict one’s mobility (in the sense of mobility restriction as a luxury good, see e.g. Huang et al., 2021). The policy relevance of such questions is to achieve regionally specific, and thus more targeted, pandemic responses than has been possible in the past when it is known which and how socioeconomic factors limit or promote mobility change during the course of COVID-19.

A key finding of our study provides empirical support for the urban flight to the peripheral home office conjecture discussed in the literature and daily press (Crowley and Doran, 2020; Kapitsinis, 2020). For example, case loads and the share of academics are negatively associated with changes in mobility. In contrast, a region’s average age and peripheral location are shown to have a positive impact on mobility change. Here, the possible argument of higher mobility needs or higher mobility avoidance costs for general interest (e.g., shopping, commuting to work) applies. Results in the literature are mixed in this regard. For example, our finding is supported by Liu et al. (2021), while the place of residence is found to be insignificant in Borkowski et al. (2021).

We also find that car density has a significant negative effect. Although this may seem counterintuitive at first glance (Eisenmann et al., 2021), high car density can also be seen as an indicator of high potential for mobility reduction (e.g., use for commuters). Similarly, there is a significant negative coefficient for car travel time to the nearest regional or urban centre. An analogous result is found in Borkowski et al. (2021), where higher travel time before the pandemic is significantly associated with more restricted mobility during the pandemic. As expected, higher broadband coverage, which is a prerequisite for reliable remote work, has a significantly negative effect on the change in mobility.

Such results naturally raise the question: What remains of regional mobility change in the medium and long term after the COVID-19 era? Ultimately, the answer is speculation, but some scenarios from the literature shall nevertheless be briefly mirrored with our results. The pandemic crisis may appear to stabilize regional economic divergence and spell an end to booming cities and outlying towns (Hendrickson and Muro, 2020; Farmer and Zanetti, 2021). Will previously disadvantaged peripheral regions seize the opportunity and improve living and working conditions for academics? Farmer and Zanetti (2021) predict that work in peripheral regions will depend on broadband connectivity and local digital infrastructure. This trend is now already empirically supported by our results.

**Andree Ehlert, Harz University of Applied Sciences & Jan Wedemeier, Hamburg Institute of International Economics (HWWI)**
On May 13, 2022, RSAI lost one of its intellectual heroes. Arthur Getis, born in Philadelphia, passed away at the age of 87. Arthur Getis was the President of WRSIA in 1999 and an active participant in RSAI Congresses around the world for several decades. He was President-Elect of the University Consortium for Geographic Information Science in 2001 and has served on several university faculties, including San Diego State University (1990–2004), the University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign (1977–1990), Princeton University (1971–1974) and Rutgers (1963–1977). He worked for briefer time periods at Harvard with Walter Isard, the father of Regional Science.

Arthur received his BSc and MSc degrees from Pennsylvania State University. He earned his Ph.D. focused on the theoretical and empirical inquiry into the spatial structure of retail activities from the University of Washington in 1961. His Ph.D. thesis highlighted his primary research focus on understanding how individual behaviors manifest in spatial patterns.

At Rutgers, he wrote the classic book, Models of Spatial Processes with his student Barry Boots. The book, published in 1978, is still cited as representing fundamental concepts about geographic space. While at Rutgers, he became known for his seminal work on the nature of point patterns, where the patterns represent objects in geographic space. He pioneered and helped develop the field of spatial analysis at Rutgers University's Livingston College and laid the groundwork for developing spatial studies at Princeton University.

In 1977 Arthur left the Chairmanship at Rutgers to head the Department of Geography at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. During those years, he worked on papers that significantly contributed to the literature on patterns of spatial association patterns, K-function analysis, and urban research.

Arthur moved to San Diego State University in 1990, where he directed the joint Ph.D. Program with the University of California at Santa Barbara and then served as the Birch Chair of Geographical Studies. At the same time, Arthur collaborated with Keith Ord, an internationally known statistician, to produce a new family of spatial statistics called local spatial statistics, as opposed to the global statistics such as Moran's and Geary's autocorrelation statistics. These statistics became known as Getis-Ord G statistics, applied in several fields using spatial data, including public health. Arthur used these statistics in his research on the transmission of dengue fever in Peru and Thailand, supported by the US National Institutes of Health. The US National Institute of Child Health and Human Development supported his seminal research on public health in Ghana.

His ground-breaking methodological papers with Keith Ord on The Analysis of Spatial Association by Use of Dispersion Statistics and Local Spatial Autocorrelation were published in Geographical Analysis 1992 and 1995, respectively. These contributions have sparked some of the most exciting developments in spatial statistics and regional science, generating Arthur's world-renowned reputation. The numerous Google citations of these papers attest to his scholarly impact and global influence. The Getis-Ord statistics are now widely used by researchers worldwide to study patterns of the diffusion of disease, spatial clustering of economic attributes, and the grouping tendencies of land uses when spatial data sets are enormous.

And at San Diego State University, he has been primarily influenced by the technical advances in developing geographic information systems (GIS). In this new field, he has published several papers, collaboratively with Luc Anselin from UCSB (University of California, Santa Barbara), that yielded unique insights into the spatial analytical potential of the new technology. He also collaborated with Michael Goodchild, the leading GIS researcher at UCSB, on the broader dissemination of foundational GIS materials at workshops around the US.

Arthur Getis was (elected) Secretary of the 500-person Commission on Mathematical Models of the International Geographical Union (1988–1996). As Chairman of this Commission, I have had the great pleasure of closely collaborating with him, planning scholarly meetings in Canberra, Shanghai, Beijing, Prague, Bratislava, Odessa, The Hague, Boston, Washington, and Princeton, and engaging in developing research relations between members from different parts of the world. We also joined forces to launch a new methodology publication outlet in 1994, the Journal of Geographical Systems (and its predecessor Geographical Systems).

Arthur Getis served as one of the editors-in-chief and then as an honorary editor. One of the distinctive features of this journal is its distinct focus on the interface between modeling, statistical techniques, and spatial issues in a broad spectrum of related fields.

Arthur's professional interests in education synchronized with his wife, Judy. Arthur and Judy won the National Science Foundation’s Post-Sputnik High School Geography Project, designed to improve geographical education in America’s schools. Their interest in education led to the publication of a leading textbook on geography with co-author Jerome
Fellman. This foundational geography textbook in the United States is now in its 18th edition, a testament to its relevance today.

Arthur was the recipient of a long list of awards, amongst them were the Fellows Award (2005), the Jean-Paelinck Award (2017), the Founder’s Medal (2012) from the RSAI, the Walter Isard Award for Distinguished Scholarship from NARSC, and the Aageenbrug Award for Career Achievements (2008) from the GIScience Specialty Group of the Association of American Geographers. These awards recognize the attainment of outstanding scholarly excellence and demonstrate his international recognition in regional science, geography, and GIScience.

Arthur Getis has been not only a brilliant regional scientist but also a magnificent human being – a dedicated teacher, admired by his students, an impressive scholar, committed to the ideals of academia, highly respected by his colleagues, a gentle and generous spirit, and warm and sensitive human personality. Arthur was a wonderful friend to many of us. His passing is a tragic loss to the regional science community, and we shall greatly miss but certainly not forget him.

Art leaves behind his children, Hilary GetisTarazi, Victoria Lynn Getis (Boyle) and Anne Patterson Tibbetts. And seven grandchildren: Abigail Grace Boyle, Sophia Noel Tarazi, Hannah Claire Boyle, Chriàna Hope Tarazi, Darby Constance Tibbetts, Trevor Patterson Tibbetts, and Matthew Getis Tibbetts.

Manfred M. Fischer
Professor Emeritus, Vienna University of Economics and Business
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Call for Abstracts: The Southeast Asian Frontiers Workshop, Series #1: Highlands
We are happy to invite early career scholars, PhD students, and researchers to participate in the Southeast Asian Frontiers (SEAF) Workshop Series #1: Highlands. The SEAF Workshop aims to host innovative discussions concerning historical and ongoing frontierization in Southeast Asia.

This year, the workshop is funded by the Regional Science Association International (RSAI) and Universitas Islam Indonesia. The Department of Communication, Universitas Islam Indonesia, will host the workshop in Yogyakarta from August 18th-20th, 2022—with a remote participation option available. We are honored to have Michael Eilenberg (Aarhus University), Tania Li (University of Toronto), and Timo Maran (University of Tartu) as keynote speakers for this workshop.

We invite your abstract submission by May 31st, 2022. The selected participants can apply for limited travel grants and compete for the best paper prize! The selected on-site participants also can enjoy the 4-nights free accommodation in Yogyakarta.

Please visit www.seafworkshop.org for further information about SEAF.

SEAF Workshop Team

Southeast Asian Frontiers Workshop Series #1: Highlands
August 18 - 20, 2022
Virtual • On-site at Yogyakarta, Indonesia

The SEAF Workshop Series #1: Highlands invites early career scholars, PhD students, and researchers to discuss the initiations, processes, and impacts of frontierization of Southeast Asian highlands’ nature and people.

Submit your abstract by May 31, 2022

Keynote Speakers:

Tania Murray Li (University of Toronto)
Michael Eilenberg (Aarhus University)
Timo Maran (Tartu University)

Submission guidelines, travel grants, prize, and further information please visit: www.seafworkshop.org

Call for Sessions and Papers for the 2023 AEA Meeting
Members wishing to give papers or organize complete sessions for the AEA program at the 2023 ASSA meeting, to be held in New Orleans, Louisiana on January 6-8, are invited to submit proposals electronically to Professor Susan Athey via the AEA website beginning March 1. While papers covering a wide array of topics in economics will be included on the 2023 program, Professor Athey especially encourages proposals on research about impacts of and policy responses to economic disruptions, with a special focus on labor markets. The deadline for submissions is April 1, 2022 for individual papers and April 15, 2022 for complete sessions. The submission portal will open on March 1 at https://www.aeaweb.org/conference/submissions.

NARSC will again organize special sessions on Regional Science. You are invited to contact Prof. Sandy dall’Erba for more information at dallerba@illinois.edu.